
Time Drills/Content Goals

5 Mins
Demonstration (Set the Scene) - Game Situation - Drop Shot / Lob off the Return / At-
tacking Slice
‘I’m going to show you a variance of slice, that isn’t practised, but is so effective within 
Doubles’ 

5-10 Mins
Warm Up
Drill 1 - ‘Touch’ - In pairs, across the net. Trying to hit a cone with a dropshot. 
Drill 2 - A cone behind each player. You can now add a chip lob.
Drill 3 - 1 Player Moves back to the service line & do the same drills. 

Chopper Grip
Short Swings
Soft hands
Pushing not hitting (where the speed is)
Contact to the side
Racket same side as it starts on

10-15 Mins

Closed Practice
2 Servers - Serving Second Serves Only - they aren’t allowed to hit the net.
4 Returners - Aiming at 2 cones with the return. A drop shot cone & a lob cone. The lob 
must be down the line & the drop shot must be cross court.
3 Goes & then Rotate.
‘Give em some Garbage’ - What kind of shot would you like?

Lobbing over the backhand of the Net Player.
Disguise - you can do both options with not 
much change in swing
If your playing against a dominate net player, 
you can use the lob to negate them.
Don’t be predictable. 

10-15 Mins

Points Based Drill 
2x Players as the Returner (1 On 1 Off) The returner has the choice to play a drop shot 
or lob and play the point out.
2x Players as the Returners Partner  (1 On 1 Off)
2x Players as the Servers Partner  (1 On 1 Off)
Coach Plays as the Server and feeds the serve.
Switch all pairs every 3 points. 6x Practice Points each round. First Team to 10 Points 
then Rotate Teams.

Lobbing over the backhand of the Net Player.
Disguise - you can do both options with not 
much change in swing
If your playing against a dominate net player, 
you can use the lob to negate them.
Don’t be predictable. 

5 Mins

Demonstration
Show the players what we normally see on an overhead - Panic / Confusion / Fresh Air 
/ Call of yours.
Show the players what we would like to see on an overhead - Sideways On / Tick posi-
tion / Footwork / Beat the ball back to the service line

‘If you beat the ball back to the service line - 
you can’t be lobbed’
Tick position
Sideways on
Cross over step footwork

5 Mins

Breaking it Down 
Drill 1 - Have players start opposite the net to each other (1x Pair in Trams / 1 in Centre 
/ 1 in Trams).
Players must start in a tick position, and overhand throw the ball for their partner to 
catch with their non-playing hand, sideways on in a tick position.

Sideways on
Not in the ‘I surrender position’
Non-Playing hand straight up

5 Mins
Having a Go
2 Servers & 2 Net Players on the same side of the net.
2 Returners. Returner must try and lob down the line.
Net Players must try and overhead the ball down the centre of the court.

Sideways on
Beating the ball back to the service line (it 
can bounce)

10-15 Mins
The Doubles Scenario - Own the Overhead
Coach feeds a lob & play the point out. Similar to the Wednesday lob feed drill, however 
with a decision element for the net player as to whether they will take the Overhead or 
not.

Decision Making

Notes 
This session is about teaching and developing a skill quickly, before putting it into a realistic doubles scenario. The pace of the session 
should start off medium, and finish off high, leaving clients feel like they have developed an area of their game, and have an under-
standing of where it can be useful in Doubles.

Coaches Cheat Sheet - ‘Precise with Slice’

Approved Tennis Holidays

Please do not share this program with any other 
coaches. It has been designed at great expense 
and as per your coaching contract you have a Non-
Compete.
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